
CHARITY & DECEMBER BLOCK OF THE MONTH
Ohio Star

The Ohio Star will be the Decembers BOM & we will use this same pattern to continue
to be donated for our hole in the wall gang quilts. For each square that you bring in for
the charity quilts, you will receive a ticket that will be used in the month that you bought
in the square. All of the squares will be a 12" finished size & the same directions below
will be used. For December please use the colors red & whites for the background with a
green center. For all ofthe charity blocks please use any scrap colors with a muslin
background so that we may match them in that manner. All seams are Yq" and the
unfinished size is 12 Y2".
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Yz" x4 Yz" muslin (white) squares -for the corners
Yzo' x 4 Yz" contrasting (green) square for the center

block
Yc" x 5 %" squares of muslin (white) squares & cut
Ye" x 5 %" squares of contrast (reds) & cut as

in the diagram below to make your triangles.

Cut tliese in half on the cliagonal. being careftil not to stretclr
your thbrics, and tlien cut those resultant triangles again on the
diagonal This u,ill eive you eiglrt quar-ter triangles...

To make the quarter squares. joiu
together a Color I and Color 3

triangle ..do this rvith all of them
to give you eiglit haltl units Serv
the lralf units togetlier to give you
four quarter squares .

theri\ \cr.rt here
cut heri first

FhXE
Sew all of the rows in order placing the rows as shown in diagram 1. Be
certain to always press to the dark & use accurate y4" seams.



APRIL BLOCK OF THE MONTH
Pinwheel

This month's block is the pinwheel using 3 colors (for spring we hope). The colors are scraps of yellows, purples &
creamsAight colors. The block is a 12 %" unfinished square and all the seams should ber/o" and as always please press to
the dark.

The larger triangle is purples, the darker Yztiangle is yellows, and the other
half ofthe smaller triangle is light/ crearns.

You will need 1, 7 t/a" qtsare ofthe yellows & creams each.

You will need to cut 2, 6 7 18" squares ofthe purples.

Next, stack your two purple squares, and cut them diagonally into two
triangles. This will make the 4 purple large triangles.

With right sides together, stack one yellow sqwre atop your cream square, and
again using the rotary cutter, bisect these together diagonally...therl keeping
them stacked, cut the resultant triangles across the other way.
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YK With right sides together, stack one yellow and one cream triangle together, and
sew them on one short side, using a scant 714" sean\ and being careful not to
stretch fabrics. Press seam towards darker fabric. You will need 4 sets of these
triangle sets for one pinwheel square.

Now, piece these squares in the order shown at right, and you are all done!
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September BOM - Antique Tile
AII blocks are 1212" unfinished-please measure accurately. AII seams are

Ya" only. Please press to the dark side of each seam.

COLORS: Color I : Dlc Blue, color 2: Lt. Blue, color 3: White
Please cut the following:

Cut 4 White 4Yz" x2Yz" Pieces
Cut 4 Dlc Blue 4Yz" x2Yz" Pieces
Cut 4 Lt. Blue 4Yz" x2Yz" Pieces

Cut 4 Lt. BIue 2Yz" x2r/2" Pieces
Cut 4 Dk Blue 2 Yz" x2 Yz" Pieces

Cut 1 Lt. BIue 4 Yz" x 4 r/2" square

PLEASE REFER TO ILLUSTRATION FOR COLOR PLACEMENT &
BLOCKS.
Block A
There are 4 corner units each consisting of 2, 2Yz" square Dk blue & Lt
blue squares. Sew 4 sets together & attach each one to a 4 Yz" x2 Yz" L[
blue strip.
BlockB
Sew I BIue & l White 2Yz" x4Yz" strip together. There should be 4 of
these.
Block C
l, 4Y2" square Lt Blue Bloch.
Row 1, sew Block A to Block B to Block A.
Row 2, sew Block B to Block C to Block B.
Row 3, sew Block A to Block B to Block A.



OCTOBER BLOCK OT THE MONTH
Maple Leaf

This urakes a 12" block!

Like all of our blocks of the year this will be a 12" finished block.
Please use all of your BRIGHT fall colors with a muslin for the
background.
You will need the following:
6 4 Yz" muslin blocks
7 4 Y2" bright colored scrap blocks
I 2" x7" green orlmatching colors of the leaf for the stem.

Using the flip & fold method, lay lof the fall colors to 1 ofthe muslin pieces
with their right sides together. Stitch from corner to corner at an angle. Fold
the fall color open so that Yz of the square is a muslin piece & % of the
square is a fall color leaf. Press open. You should cut the excess from the
Back leaving aYa" seam. Do this 4 times.
Mark a diagonal line lightly on one 4 l/2" background square, and very very liglitly mark
the desired width of the finished stem as rvell. Lay the stern piece atop the square,

overlapping the lower desired edge by l/4." Machine or hand stitch the stem through all
thicknesses, ON that line. Flip the stem over the serving; turn under enough hem so that
the edge is barely over the marked desired edge , and ltand applique along that long edge.

Cut offexcess stem fabric to make the square-- 4 ll2" square!

Norv. to urake the sten"r,

fold your Color I ?" x 7"
strip, ivith rvrong sides
together -lengthrvise. ..

Enlargement of the applique process

Assemble the blocks in the order as shown on the picture of the maple leaf.
Always use a Yf seam whan sewing. Check your blocks so that they should measure 4 %" unfinished
before sewing them together. You may also use machine appliqu6 instead of sewing by hand.

*' hm under and seuu



November Block of the Month
Practical Orchard

The practical orchard is a 12 Yz" unfinished block and it should be made
In oranges, greens & reds. This should remind you of the fall harvest
colors. Please use Yo" seam allowances onry & measure to be certain
that the sizes match up properly. Use lo}yo cotton only.

Supplies:
Color 1 reds, cut 4, 4 r/2" blocks
color 2 yellows, cut 4, 4 Yz" blocks. Lay right sirdes together with 4, 4 y2- greens &
yellows.
Color 3 greens. Cut 4, 4 Yz" blocks. Follow directions below to make the half square
triangle. With the 4 yellow & green squares laying right sides together, sew from one
corner to the other. Use the flip & fold method to make a half square triangle. When you
fold one side over, cut away the excess underneath, leaving u rZ,, 

""u uid p."r, to the
dark side. These 4 half square triangles will go in the corners of the block ur th" picture
shows. Sew in order for row 1 & 3 following the picture above
Cut 1 5 Yn" square of yellow & green to make the quarter square center following the
directions below.

This is your
Center square
Make 1

Now cut the Color 2 and Color 3, cut l-114"
squares in half on both diagonals to make four
quarter square triangles of each. you only need
one for this block.

Sew pairs of quarter square triangles
together as shown at far left in a scant
114" seaq pressing seam to darker
side. Sew the resulting triangles
together to make the block's center
unit...

FryMM
Sew in the order of the picture to make a pieced 9 patch 12 y2- unfinished block. Sew in
the order of the picture.



JATIUARY BLOCK OF THE MONTH
Bear Tracks

This is a 12 Yz" unfinished block. Use all of your scrap plaids and a basic
plain muslin. AII seams are r/a" and should be pressed towards the dark if
possible.

Color I is I plaid, color 2 is another color plaid, and color 3 is plain
muslin.

Cut 4 4 Yz" plaid blocks (2 of the same plaid & 2 of another same plaid.
Iike in the picture).

Cut 8 of 1 plaid 2 Yz" square & cut 8 of the 2"d plaid 2 Yz" sqtare. (These

serve as the small half triangles that make up the'toes'of the bear paw.)

Cut20 2 Yz" muslin squares.

When sewing, put I muslin & I plaid square rst (right sides together) &
sew from L corner at an angle to the other side. Press towards the dark
side. Cut the excess offleaving aYz" seam. You will do this for 16 of the
l$ plaid & 16 of the 2"d plaid. The other 2 Yz" squares go in the top row
on the corner. Be careful when assembling the paws as they are very easy

to turn ther/z square triangle in the wrong direction. See the 2"d picture
for detail of the sewing order.

Picture I of the total block.



Sew the 4Yz" square to one side of the bear paw & assemble as

shown below:
Sew the paws in the same manner as shown in picture 1-

Picture 2 -----To make the block's four quadrants, sew half
squares and squares together as shown at far left. Make
two of Color L and two of Color 2 -

Remember to make lots so that you can follow the bear in the snow &
keep wam with all of the bear tracks that you can find.



JANUARY BLOCK OF THE MONTH
Bear Tracks

I'his is ir i' '.,' illtiinislrctl iriocli (r-sc uil ot'\r'rln .scrap Plaicls irttcl a basic pllrin ttit-rslin
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Sew the 4 t/2" square to one side of the bear paw & assemble as shown below:
Sew the paws in the same manner as shown in picture 1.

Pictrrrc I -----"1'o nrakc tltc' [rlricli's ti.rtrr' 6,,,utt,-ants. sctt ltitii'
squilles aucl srlrrltes to5iethc't'15 5l1o\\n at thr leti \lake ttro ot
('olt'rr I artcl tnr.r of ('olor'l -

Remember to make lots so that you can follow the bear in the snow & keep warm with all
ofthe bear tracks that you can find.
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'flris nrakes a 12 Yr" block that is parl appliqud either by machine or hand. For this pattern

we recommend using a buttonhole or blanket binding stitch in your sewing machine if
you havc one. Either way. use your imagination. and keep to the color tones as much as

possible. As always this is a 12 t/r" unflnished block & use a 714"" seam on all piecing.

TE
All fabrics are l00Yo cotton. Ihis block uses all scrap rcds. pinks, and printed tans or olf
whites only. Cut 2 tan/off r.vhite 6 1,/2" x 6 %" squares of the cream color & 2 pink/red
colors. Sew contrasting heart to the contrasting fabric using the method above. 'l-his

should make 4 squares. Crease in half & cut vertically with a rotary cutter. thus making 8
pieces. Arrangc the squares and scw in the center using a'/q" seam as seen in the picturc
above. Be certain not to have 2 of the same color selvn next to each other or the design
will not be in contrasting colors. Mixing and matching help in this design. Always make
sure that there is at least a %" seam allowance on tl're outside edges o1'the heart. Be

certain to use the attached hcart appliqud pattern.

You may use a light spray adhesive to hold the heart in place while stitching as a
fusible backing may make the trlock too stiff. To locate the center of the design fold
and press the 6 Yr" block in half twice and press. This will make a crease to help you
locate the center ofthe square and the heart before you cut the square into the heart
pattern.
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March Block of the Month

March's Block of the month is a 12 %" unfinished block made in the colors green and
white. Use any scrap greens if you want & the same white tone on tone if desired or just
the same plain white. The name of this block is March Baskets. Be certain to always use
aVt" seamallowance.

M"d
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Cut 8 3 W' squares of green &.13 Yz" squares of white. Sew 2 green squares to 2 white
squares for the inside 4 patch. These should be always pressed towards the dark.
Cut 4 6 Yz" white rectangles. (Always place right sides together when using the flip &
sew method)

Now place a Color 1 square lined up with, and
right sides to a Color 2 rectangle. On the back of
the square, lightly draw in the diagonal line in the
direction shown at left. Sew ON this drawn line.
Cut off the excess seam allowance, and press the
remainder towards the rectangle. Repeat this with
another Color 1 square on the other end ofthe
rectangle. Make two of these flying geese units...

Cut 1, 6 718" square of white & cut on the diagonal. (This is for the large triangle on the
bottom of the basket).

Sew a Color I square to the right end of a Color 2

rectangle as shown at top left. Flip & cut as shown in
the method above. Sew the other square to the left end
of another Color 2 rectangle. Press seams towards
triangles...

Next, sew a flying geese unit to the left
of the center four patch, again using the
same old scant 1/+" seam. Press seam
towards the four patch...



Then
right

seu'the large C'olor 2
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APRILBLOCKOFTHEMONTH - Pinwheel

This month's block is the pinwheel using 3 colors (for spring we hope). The colors are scraps of
yellows, purples &, creamsllight colors The block is a 12 %" unfinished square and all the seams

should be Vq" and as always please press to the dark.

The larger triangle is purples, the darker l/ztrrangle is yellows, and the other
half of the smaller triangle is light/ creams.

You will need 1, 7 Y+" square of the yellows & creams each.

You will need to cut2, 6 718" squares of the purples.

Next, stack your two purple squares, and cut them diagonally int
2 triangles. This will make the 4 purple large triangles.

a *.n

YK
With right sides together, stack one yellow square atop your cream square, and

again using the rotary cutter, bisect these together diagonally...then, keeping
them stacked, cut the resultant triangles across the other way.

With right sides together, stack one yellow and one cream triangle together, and

sew them on one short side, using a scant 1/4" seam, and being careful not to
stretch fabrics. Press seam towards darker fabric. You will need 4 sets of these
triangle sets for one pinwheel square.
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Now, piece these squares in the order shown at right, and you are all done!



MAY BLOCK OF THE MONTH

RIBBONS: This is a l2 %" irnfinished block using 2 color florals and a solid light color'

we picked this design to reflect the Maypole that uses ribbons. It can be a scrap quilt'

Each squar e is 3 Yr". When sewinguse the two right sides

Cut 12,dark florals - color \,3 Y2" Squafe, cut 8, 3 Yr" medium florals, color 2, and cut 8'

3 /2" light squares, color 3, (RST : right sides together)'

Make 4 units, fliP, Press, cut & sew.

Unit I

\ E 
(color 1to color 3, RSr)

Unit2
\ 

- 

Make 4 units, fliP, Press, cut & sew'

k. N (color 3 to color 2, RSr)

\ E:::1;".:,.l -'. 
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Unit 4 You will have 4 solids of color 1, place these using the picture of the block above,

There should be 4 3 t/2" x 4,3 t/2" squates. Use this picture for placement'

EVIEIIIIII

facing each other when ro,, il'i'otil*frutf ,.iungles. Carefully-irark from corner to

"o*"i 
with a pencil, ,"* o.r that line, then cut t/a" fromthe sewn line, flip the fabric over

to the darker side & press in place. DO not iron as this may stretch the fabric'

ZII
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Unit 3
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JUNE BLOCK OF THE MONTH

This months block of the month is Spinning Pinwheels, appropriatety thinking of

summer, and is done in a 12 Yr" unfinished bloclc The colors are preferabty a

bright fun fabric with a white contrast. There are only 2 colors used, a 'fun bright

color' and a white. See the sample below.

color I is white, and color 2 is the bright fun print. You will need to cut: 12 - 3 y2"

white squares and 8 - 3 yr" fun prints squares-

Using the sew and fold method, place 4 fun prints to 4 white squares with the right

sideJtogether (rst) and sew from corner to corner. These will serue as your half

square iriangle squares. Press towards the dark side and always use a %" seam

allowance. Be certain to cut off leaving Yo' setm. Assemble the squares using the

picture below and sew in the order shown to create your block.

Row 1, I white 3 t/r" squarer l
squares.
Row 2 1 white square 2 whole
square.
Row 3 Reverse of row 2.

Row 4 Reverse of row L.

halfsquare&2white

fun fabric squares & t half

This is a great kaleidoscope of colors when assembled can be used for a baby quilt

or a picnic quilt or make it square for a summer table covering.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!


